Siemens Government Technologies Names Ankur Rawat Chief Information Officer

WASHINGTON – Siemens Government Technologies (SGT) today announced that Ankur Rawat has been appointed its Chief Information Officer. Rawat will lead the organization’s enterprise strategy for technology resources and investment, while ensuring the effective, efficient and secure operation of systems and tools relied on by project teams to serve government customers and their complex missions.

“Ankur brings significant federal and commercial market experience to SGT, and will help us leverage the broad depth of technologies and applications in Siemens to address the critical needs of our customers and their digital transformation initiatives, said Tina Dolph, president and CEO, Siemens Government Technologies.

With nearly 20-years of experience across diverse information technology roles, Rawat most recently served as vice president and Chief Technology Officer for CALIBRE Systems, Inc. Earlier in his career as a systems engineer with Northrop Grumman, he made lasting contributions that aided the Defense Health Agency in its massive effort to digitize military health records. With an aptitude for large-scale transformative initiatives, he quickly moved into management roles leading large project teams, holding positions such as Chief Engineer supporting the Military Health System, and later as Chief Information Security Officer at 3M Health Information Systems, before being brought on as Chief Technology Officer by LongView International Technology Solutions.

Rawat holds master’s degrees in Information Security from American University, and Business Administration from the University of California, as well as a bachelor’s degree in Information Systems from the University of Maryland Baltimore County. He also holds many industry certifications, and is a member of AFCEA and the Washington Executive Cyber Council.

“I’m eager to join Tina and team at a time when technology has never held greater promise for addressing significant government challenges, and, I look forward to leading our information technology team to ensure we have the trusted tools and applications our customers rely on when it matters most in fulfilling their essential missions around the world,” Rawat said.

About Siemens Government Technologies
Siemens Government Technologies is a leading integrator of Siemens’ innovative products, technologies, software and services to address U.S. government customer imperatives in the areas of energy generation and resiliency, smart infrastructure modernization, and software-driven optimization of maintenance, sustainment and production activities across government and its supplier base.
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